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The Industrial Arts in Technology and Livelihood Education Program features fabrication of objects in wood or in metal specially with the variety of hard power and machine tools. it may include engine repair, automotive maintenance and programs and particularly technical projects/ programs like the “welding”

Mentioned Industrial arts is compared as the “shop class” or business home repair, rural craftsmanship and machine safety. It is a technically education procedure figuring the project thus, increase students literacy.

This kind of technology both engineering and industrial technologies – lately students realize a solution, learning the challenges involved working with materials which either be big or small seek of project.

Welding under this industrial arts/ technology deals with boarding permanently metal parts due to its strength. It could be used primarily in the construction repairs of cars and vehicles, appliances, building, high ways and exclusively used in petro-chemical piping.

Usually welders are employed in the different manufacturing industries that produces transportation, equipment industrial machinery and equipment fabricated metal products. Also others are employed in building, roads, bridges construction join pipes in pipes line, power plant, refinery and others related industry.

Welding technology provides the opportunity to learn practical knowledge, skill competencies associated with welding fabrication and other related process. Its practical earnings would depend on the industry location and one’s qualification possessed.
Our government thru the TESDA with the collaboration of big industry ensure the full support for the welder workplace to strive hard a challenge students to the western specific academicals skills related in competencies to reward those students with responsibility, pride to enjoy the opportunity to the quality of life. Thru this TESDA also, helps instructions prove the benefits of the program developed and upgrade the rewarding career in business world needs.
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